Heat transport and ice sublimation in comets are interrelated processes reflecting properties acquired at the time of formation and during subsequent evolution. The Microwave Instrument on the Rosetta Orbiter (MIRO) acquired maps of the subsurface temperature of comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko, at 1.6 mm and 0.5 mm wavelengths, and spectra of water vapor. The total H 2 O production rate varied from 0.3 kg s -1 in early June 2014 to 1.2 kg s -1 in late August and showed periodic variations related to nucleus rotation and shape. Water outgassing was localized to the "neck" region of the comet. Subsurface temperatures showed seasonal and diurnal variations, which indicated that the submillimeter radiation originated at depths comparable to the diurnal thermal skin depth. A low thermal inertia (~10 to 50 J K -1 m -2 s -0.5 ), consistent with a thermally insulating powdered surface, is inferred.
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T
he Rosetta Orbiter spacecraft carries 12 science instruments to study comet 67P/ Churyumov-Gerasimenko with a long-range goal of better understanding the origin of our solar system. Comet 67P/ChuryumovGerasimenko is a typical Jupiter family comet (JFC). JFCs are believed to have been injected from the Kuiper belt outside the orbit of Neptune because of gravitational interactions with the giant planets or collisions. Currently, comet 67P is in a low-inclination orbit with a semimajor axis of 3.46 AU and an orbital period of 6.45 years. Its present orbital configuration was achieved in February 1959 during a close encounter with Jupiter that converted its perihelion distance from 2.7 AU to 1.28 AU (1) . Its prior history is uncertain. According to some statistical studies, comet 67P might have been subject to mass erosion driven by thermal sublimation with depletion of the surface materials up to a depth of a few kilometers (2) . As a consequence, a dust mantle would gradually build up and cover the nucleus surface, where ice mixtures of H 2 O, CO 2 , and CO would be found (3).
The instrument suite on Rosetta was chosen to study physical and chemical properties of the nucleus, the evolution of the outgassing from the nucleus, and development of the coma as a function of the heliocentric distance, as well as the interaction of the solar wind with the target comet. The development of the gas and dust comas along the cometary orbit depends critically on the energy transport through the dust mantle and the differential outgassing of different species according to their volatility. The Microwave Instrument on the Rosetta Orbiter (MIRO) (4) has been designed to study heat transport in the nucleus, outgassing from the nucleus, and development of the coma as interrelated processes. The measurements and monitoring of the interplay between gas emissions and surface temperature evolution by MIRO therefore bring key information to the temporal evolution of the subsurface ice-dust complex. This work reports on early measurements of comet 67P with the MIRO instrument from June to September 2014.
The MIRO instrument consists of a 30-cm diameter, offset parabolic reflector telescope followed by two heterodyne receivers. Center-band operating frequencies of the receivers are near 190 GHz (1.6 mm) and 562 GHz (0.5 mm). Throughout this Report, we refer to the two bands as the mm (millimeter) and smm (submillimeter) bands, respectively. Broadband continuum channels are implemented in both the mm and smm bands for measurements of near-surface temperatures and temperature gradients in the nucleus of comet 67P. The smm band also includes a very high resolution spectrometer (44 kHz channel width) for measuring spectral lines of H O in the coma and subsurface thermal measurements of the nucleus obtained during the time interval from June to September 2014. We refer to the June-July observations as prerendezvous observations, characterized here as the time when the nucleus was unresolved by the MIRO smm beam and the entire coma could be observed at once. The August-September period is identified as the postrendezvous time interval, during which both the nucleus and coma were observed with spatial resolutions that varied from 500 to 40 m.
Observations O lines at 556.939 GHz and 547.676 GHz, respectively, obtained with MIRO in nadir-viewing geometry. All spectra seen to date are biased toward negative gas velocities (toward the spacecraft), which is interpreted as preferential outgassing from the day side of the nucleus. (A) Line observed in emission on 23 June 2014 UT when the Rosetta distance to the comet is D = 128,000 km, the heliocentric distance is r H = 3.84 AU, the spatial resolution is W = 260 km, and the phase (Sun-comet observer) angle is F = 32°. were carried out with the instrument pointed in the nadir direction of the comet and off of the comet to provide background reference.
In the June-July 2014 time interval, the Rosetta spacecraft approached the comet from 550,000 km to 973 km. The phase angle of the observations during this period ranged from 35°to 1°, and the heliocentric distance changed from 3.95 to 3.62 AU. The MIRO smm single-pixel, one-dimensional (1D) field of view ranged from 2400 to 4.2 km, larger than the nucleus radius of 3.8 km. It was possible to measure and monitor the total water outgassing rate of comet 67P without spatial mapping during this time interval.
Water vapor was first detected with MIRO on 6 June 2014, when the comet was at 3.92 AU from the Sun. A weak emission line from the 1(1,0) -1(0,1) rotational transition of H 2
16
O at the frequency of 556.936 GHz was detected, which then rapidly increased as the distance of Rosetta to the comet decreased (Fig. 1A) . A large blue shift (frequency increase) of the spectral line in the comet rest velocity frame (about -0.4 km s -1 in the June period) was observed, indicative of water outgassing, essentially toward the hemisphere facing Rosetta and the Sun. This suggests large temperature contrasts between daytime and nighttime, with temperatures on the night side too low for rapid sublimation of water ice. The water production rate displayed periodic variations on short time scales, typically by 50% in magnitude with two maxima and minima per period (Fig. 2) , which are correlated with the 12.4-hour rotation of the nucleus (5). This variation is related to the complex shape of the nucleus, for which the total area exposed to the Sun varies during the rotation (5). Both the line Doppler shift and time variations suggest that the nucleus regions exposed to solar illumination were the main source of water vapor in the June-July period. However, surface inhomogeneity in ice content and material properties may also play a significant role. Indeed, local jet activity was observed by the OSIRIS camera (5), specifically in the so-called "neck" region of 67P, where the spectral and reflectance properties indicate the presence of water ice (5, 6). Simple models considering either a homogeneous distribution of water ice on the surface or one concentrated in the neck region (Fig. 2) can explain the observed time variation in a first approximation (7). As mentioned earlier, in the June-July time period, the nucleus was unresolved and it was possible to sample the inner coma in a singlepixel field of view. The spectra observed during this time period show blue-shifted water lines (Fig. 1) in emission, which are indicative of water outgassing mainly into the hemisphere facing the sun. Therefore, for purposes of calculating the mean total water production rate over one nucleus rotation using this data set, we used the approximation of hemispheric outgassing. We inferred from radiative transfer calculations (8, 9) that the mean total water production rate over one nucleus rotation was 1 × 10 25 molecules/s (0.3 kg s For more localized production patterns, higher values are derived as a result of higher opacities. We estimate that the above values might underestimate the actual production rate by a factor of two, at most. Based on the rotational variations in Fig. 2 , we estimate the outgassing variability to be on the order of T20%. We expect to be able to refine this estimate, as we are able to better define the parameters that enter in the radiative transfer calculations, i.e., the temperature and velocity profiles in the coma and the global extent of the outgassing. Rosetta was at a distance of 100 km from the comet on August 6 and continued to approach rapidly. The nucleus was well resolved at that time (and throughout August and September), with a spatial resolution of <200 m in the smm channel. When viewing the resolved nucleus through the coma, the continuum radiation (from the nucleus) was observed to be in absorption at the H 2
O and H 2
18
O spectral line frequencies present in the coma. Absorption of the nucleus thermal emission in the coma provides clear evidence that the excitation temperatures of the absorbing water molecules are lower than the nucleus brightness temperature (TB) (9) . Starting in early August, the spectral line due to H 2
O provided a more sensitive measure of the water production rate than the H 2
16
O line, which became optically thick (Fig. 1B) . Therefore, we focus here on the H 2
18
O observations to derive quantitative information on water production for this time period. The frequency of the peak intensity of the water lines is diagnostic of the gas expansion velocity, whereas the width contains information on the radial profiles of the gas velocity and temperature.
The water column density along the MIRO line of sight exhibited considerable variability, as it varied by a factor of 5 or more over a time scale of 10 hours during the August 7.4 to 9.5 UTC period (Fig. 3) . Considering both nadir and limb observations acquired from August 6 to September 1, we estimate the mean water production for this period (heliocentric distance ranged from 3.6 AU to 3.46 AU) to be about 4 × 10 25 molecules/s. In this time frame, the MIRO footprint unevenly covered nucleus latitudes from 0°to 80°N and longitudes from 0°to 360° (  Fig. 3 and figs. S1 and S2) . However, maximum column densities are generally observed above regions of cometocentric coordinates at latitudes of 65°to 70°and longitudes of 0°to 100°, i.e., close to the North pole and to the neck, specifically at the place where the nucleus presents its deepest concavity (the neck is the region connecting the small head and large body of the nucleus in reference to the ducklike shape of 67P). This is in line with water outgassing mostly from the neck region and responsible for the prominent dust jet seen in OSIRIS images. Water production from icy grains has been observed in a number of comets (10) , and therefore, sublimating icy grains from this dust jet could also be significant contributors to the observed water production. To our surprise, the highest water column densities are often observed above shadowed neck regions where the nucleus thermal continuumand, consequently, the surface and subsurface O observations between 13 and 15 July 2014. Based on coarse maps, the pointing direction of the MIRO field of view was 300 arc sec southwest from the nucleus center at the time of the observations. In one nucleus rotation period (12.4 hours) (5), the water production rate exhibits two minima and two maxima. The rotation period of 67P (12.4 hours) is shown with a red bar. Early models to explain the variations are found in (7).
temperatures-is low (Fig. 3 and fig. S2 ). It is possible that observed gases are originating from nearby insolated regions. Inversely, low column densities are measured above some illuminated regions (on the body and on the head), again supporting an activity driven by more than solar insolation and confirming the inhomogeneity in ice distribution observed by other Rosetta instruments (5, 6 Line profiles provide information on the kinematics of the gas flow. Note that the line-peak velocity (-0.6 to -0.75 km s ) is observed to be higher along lines of sight where higher column densities (Fig. 3) are recorded, whereas the line width decreases. Therefore, projection effects of the gas flow are minimized for these lines of sight, and the line-peak velocity should be close to the expansion velocity. These findings also demonstrate that the observed column-density enhancements are related to larger sublimation fluxes from the surface and not to local density enhancements caused by shocks between flows that would decelerate the gas.
Continuum observations from the MIRO 0.5-and 1.6-mm bands were geo-referenced to the SHAP2 digital shape model provided by the OSIRIS team. The map of the antenna temperature (Fig. 4) was derived by scanning the MIRO beam across the nucleus and then combining the scans into a map using the "on-the-fly" technique developed for mapping with single-dish radio telescopes (11) . The antenna temperature contours correlate well with illumination patterns on the nucleus surface, which are, in turn, determined by topography and orientation with respect to the Sun.
Subsurface temperatures, which determine the MIRO smm and mm thermal fluxes, may have three components. (i) The diurnal componentvariation with local solar time-is confined to a shallow layer defined by the thermal 1/e penetration depth-on the order of 1 to 2 cm for 67P's 12.4-hour rotation period and plausible thermal properties of a particulate regolith. (ii) An annual signal, dependent on obliquity, orbital period, and perihelion location, with latitude-dependent amplitude and a 1/e attenuation depth of the order 1 m. The seasonal variations in temperatures determine the MIRO emissions from penetration depths below the diurnal layer. (iii) The "static" or "subseasonal" component is the approximately isothermal layer beneath the seasonally varying layer, and its temperature depends on the latitude-dependent orbit variation of the solar flux.
Plotting the MIRO mm and smm brightness temperatures as a function of the local solar time and latitude (Fig. 5 ) reveals three key features of the nucleus thermal environment. (i) Both the smm and mm channels reveal sensitivity to the diurnal heating cycle, peaking in early to midafternoon, although with amplitudes diminished by a factor of approximately 2 to 4 from the smm to mm channel. (ii) The observed 40-to 50K smm day-night peak-to-peak variations represent 35% or more of the predicted surface temperature variations for a completely insulating surface (zero thermal inertia) at the September Sun distance. For realistic nonzero thermal inertia values, the ratio of the smm TB/surface temperature peak-to-peak values will be higher. This result implies that the smm 1/e penetration depth lies at or above the 1/e thermal attenuation depth for diurnal variations. (iii) Seasonal effects are apparent in the reduction of the diurnally averaged TB values from the 20°N to 30°N latitude bin to the 20°S to 30°S latitude bin. We conclude that, on a global scale, the MIRO smm emissions originate primarily at depths comparable to the diurnal layer thickness, whereas the mm emissions originate at depths roughly three times the thermal attenuation depth, consistent with electrical absorption properties, which scale inversely with wavelength. The latitude dependence of the measured brightness temperatures is consistent with expectations from seasonal variations of the solar flux given 67P's orbital parameters.
Temperature depth profiles were computed by solving the 1D heat equation for a range of values of the thermal inertia, and the resulting antenna temperatures in the mm and smm bands were calculated from evaluating the transfer of the thermal radiation emitted in the subsurface region. Comparing these theoretical antenna temperatures with MIRO observations leads to an estimated thermal inertia in the range of~10 to 50 J K -1 m -2 s -0.5 (12) .
With this range of values, large (up to~50 K) differences between the MIRO measured dayside subsurface temperatures and the temperature at the surface can be inferred, highlighting the key insulating role played by the dusty surface: It largely restricts the amount of heat transferred to the interior, including ices within. This certainly contributes greatly to the longevity of 67P and, probably, of comets in general. The importance of measuring the temperatures below the surface of a comet-and particularly below its diurnal layer-is illustrated by these data.
MIRO's spectroscopic and continuum observations provide interrelated data on heat transport, sublimation of ices, and outgassing by providing data on the nucleus subsurface temperature, location, time, and fluxes of water being emitted from the nucleus surface. Less than 1% of the 67P nucleus surface is needed to explain the water gas production rates discussed earlier if water ice were located on the surface (13) . A substantial portion of the measured outgassing originates from the neck of the nucleus. A B
